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OVERVIEW

In 2008, work began on a new skyscraper building in London, The Pinnacle. The project was halted in 2012 in response to the 

global recession. When construction stopped, the basement had already been completed and the core reached the seventh 

floor. After this pause in development, the site was sold and redesigned to become '22 Bishopsgate', also known as Twentytwo. 

Completed in 2020, it occupies a prominent site in Bishopsgate, in the City of London financial district, and stands at 278 m tall 

with 62 storeys that houses office space, restaurants, retail and viewing galleries.

PRIMARY ROLE

The redesign meant a new core for the building, but the intention was to use as much of the original structure as possible. 

ByrneLooby were commissioned by Careys to design the temporary core support. Five existing steel columns close to the new 

core were identified, and a grid of walls were developed to transfer the core loads into these columns during construction.

INNOVATION / VALUE ADD

Shortening of the program and allowed both halves of the core to be constructed together to reduce program by 6 months. 

Initial brief was to allow 19 floors but by linking the two cores this was extended to 25 floors. Due to BL design which was agreed 

wiht the permenant works designer to agree on the linkage. 

25 floors of the core were constrcuted on top of the tranfer stucture allowing excavation of the basement raft and piling to 

continue underneath.

Shortlisted for concrete society award in 2019, for which ByrneLooby were cited for their design involvement.

Client: PJ Carey

Date: Oct 2015 – July 2017

Capital Cost: GBP 550m

Sectors: Buildings
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OVERVIEW 
The Silvertown tunnel is a new 1.4km twin-bore road tunnel with 0.6km of access ramps, which will run under 
the Thames and link Silvertown to the Greenwich Peninsula in East London. The new tunnel will reduce chronic 
congestion at the 122-year old Blackwall tunnel and allow for better public transport links, including cross-river 
electric bus journeys and will bring regeneration to the derelict area of Silvertown with new walking, cycling and 
public realm areas close to the tunnel entrances on both sides of the river. Construction of the scheme must follow 
the Silvertown Tunnel Code of Construction Practice (CoCP) with construction-generated carbon emissions must 
be kept to a minimum, by utilising the river as much as possible to transport construction materials and on-site 
machinery must meet the Mayor’s Low emission zone standards.
 
PRIMARY ROLE 
Ayesa was appointed to provide the geotechnical design for the project which includes the shaft, cut and cover, 
damage assessment, instrumentation and monitoring. Separately, COWI was appointed to design the bored tunnel. 
Whilst there was no contractual relationship for our two consultancies to collaborate, we saw an opportunity to 
coordinate shared interfaces to find value. Despite the lockdown occurring during our project work, Ayesa and COWI 
collaborated across multiple teams in multiple locations (Madrid, London, Vancouver, Delhi) to develop the optimum 
solution for each design scope. Initially, teams met face-to-face at the client’s UK office, however, the pandemic 
necessitated a rapid switch to digital collaboration with virtual meetings and secure file-sharing platforms. By driving 
collaboration, we enhanced workflow efficiencies: assessing team strengths and assigning tasks based on capabilities 
and experience: younger project team members developed models and coordinated shared inputs and senior staff 
shaped and optimised the solution. Agreement on common procedures/tasks reduced the review times making it easier 
for the client to validate the preferred methodology and reducing client costs, as consensus had already been reached 
and agreed upon by the two design teams. Ayesa and COWI collaborated on several damage assessments, exploring 
available options for each asset, according to complexity and level of risk. These included a DLR viaduct that crossed 
the cut and cover work, for which Ayesa were assessing the foundation movements and COWI the superstructure. Our 
combined complex analyses incorporated potential ground movements due to dewatering, excavation and construction. 
We analysed our models at various stages of the project and assessed their interaction, refining solutions with mitigation 
scenarios where critical behaviours were found.  


